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Cheer along with Dr. Jean! Cheers and attention grabbers are a natural way to develop oral language, 
auditory memory, and fluency that lay a foundation for learning in the classroom. This valuable book 

is full of fun and lively cheers designed to energize, motivate, and engage children’s learning, and 
help them know what to expect. Incorporate a variety of cheers throughout each day. Use cheers to 
start the day, focus children’s attention, line up students, and facilitate recall at the end of the day. 
These cheers will make the class smile and laugh, as they add a touch of “happy” to the day!

Brain-based research suggests that activities such as cheers can be helpful in preparing students
to learn. Rather than immediately diving into content, you may find it more productive to instead 
use the first few minutes of class time to allow students to express and redirect their feelings. By
employing various emotional processing activities, you can steer students’ emotions in a positive 
direction that is conducive to learning. Such activities—which include walks, humor, partner time, 
positive social rituals, celebrations, reflection, sharing, or physical activities—can often find their 
expression in cheers. By using the energizing and motivational cheers, you will be able to reach 
students before you teach them.

Included in this book you’ll fi nd:

 Photos that model the step-by-step movements for the majority of the cheers

 Simple, easy-to-follow written directions on how to perform each cheer

 Hints, suggestions, and variations for select cheers

Cheers to Begin the Day—
Add these cheers to the class morning
routines to begin the day with a smile!

Attention Grabbers—
When Shh! doesn’t work, these chants and
activities will do the trick to help settle
children down and focus their attention.

Transition Cheers—
These tips will keep the day moving in a
smooth and positive way.

Feel Good Cheers—
Encourage and motivate children with
these fun, positive reinforcements.

Celebration Cheers—
Celebrate the big and little accomplishments
throughout the day.

Cheers to End the Day—
It’s important to start the day with a
smile and also end the day with a smile!

The cheers are organized into six categories for easy reference: 

Introduction
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It’s time for a cheer!  It’s time to feel good!

It’s time to celebrate every day!
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Why Use Cheers?

One of our most important responsibilities as educators is to help children recognize who 
they are and what they can do. The cheers featured in this book can help students feel 
unique and special. There are many benefits to using cheers with your students. Cheers 
can aid students’ social development and learning in the following ways:

 Provide a “brain break” by sending blood and oxygen to the brain

 Build connections between the brain’s two hemispheres as movements cross the
 body’s midline

 Facilitate language development

 Develop eye-hand coordination

 Nurture social skills as all students participate together

 Reduce discipline problems by redirecting children in positive ways

 Engage children and focus their attention

 Relieve stress and frustration through clapping and cheering

How to Use Cheers in Your Classroom?

Adapt cheers to the age level and interests of your students. Try the cheers out with the 
class and see which ones students like best. Also, encourage students to make up their 
own cheers for the class. Remember, if there’s laughing and smiling, it shows
that children are having fun and have caught the enthusiasm to participate in 
classroom learning!

Choose one cheer each day to introduce to the class. Perform the new cheer throughout
the day, and then save and share all the learned cheers by using some of the ideas
suggested below:

 As new cheers are taught to students, write them on star shapes and display them in  
 the classroom. 

 Write cheers on sentence strips. Allow one child be the “cheerleader” each day and
 choose the cheers that he or she likes best. Put those cheers in a pocket chart, and do 
 them during appropriate moments throughout the day.

 Write the name of the cheers on craft sticks, and put them in a can. Let children take
 turns choosing cheers for the class to do.

 Make copies of the cheers, and save them in a Cheerios box or Cheer detergent box.   
 Let children pick cheers out of the box.

 Send home copies of cheers so children and parents can do them together at home.
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Cut out the numeral 5, a heart, a hand, and a pair of lips from 8½" x 11" pieces of felt or fun foam, and 
place them on the floor. Have children stand on the symbol for how they would like to be greeted.

 1. If they stand on the 5, give them
  high fives. 

 2. If they stand on the heart, give them hugs. 

 3. If they stand on the hand, give them
  handshakes.

 4. If they stand on the lips, give them
  “Hollywood kisses” by pretending to kiss
  the air to the right and left of the child’s head.

Four “H” Hello
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Say, Is everybody happy? Have children respond, Yes, ma’am
(or sir)!

Together, spell and clap on each letter,
H-a-p-p-y. 

Loudly say, Happy all together.

H-A-P-P-Y

When having students line up, say, Is everybody ready?

Have students respond, Yes, ma’am (or sir)  ! R-e-a-d-y! Ready! 


